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Abstract

The purpose of this applied research project is to identify if any, systems, processes, and
methods utilized by organizations that narrows the experiential gap between individuals preparing for
future positions and those retiring or resigning from fire service organizations.
The problem is that within the Novato Fire Protection District (NFD) there is no succession
management program or process that identifies and prepares members of the organization at each level,
sworn and non-sworn for career, organizational, and professional development.
Descriptive research methodology was used to answer the following questions: a) what is
succession management and what fire service components appear to correlate to such criteria? b) within
the definition of “best industry practice” what models and which organizations have proven positive
results for succession management? c) what have other organizations done to implement successful
organizational succession management programs? and, d) what instruments, programs, or processes
have fire departments utilized to plan for and promote Company and Chief Officers? An electronic
questionnaire was distributed to fire service agencies to answer these questions as well as personal
interviews and literature review.
Results indicated that five out of one hundred and twenty-one agencies have a written
succession management plan. Private industries queried through personal interviews revealed most
have succession management models and evaluative methodologies integrated into their specific
business strategy. Fire service agencies and private corporations can create a distinction between
succession planning and succession management.
Recommendations for consideration include but not limited to: a) collaborating via a joint
management and labor team assess the organization’s future workforce needs, b) develop and
implement a formal succession management program that has support from the executive, command,
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and labor levels of the organization, c) deliberately intervene to engage candidates to stretch beyond
comfort boundaries, d) incorporate best-practice leadership competencies into its succession
management program, and e) establish a program evaluation methodology and schedule that reviews its
succession management efforts and effectiveness through performance measures.
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Introduction
Between 2001 and 2002 the Fire Protection District NFPD experienced an exodus of
approximately thirty percent of its work force due to implementation of a new retirement benefits
program. The problem is that within the NFPD there is no formalized succession management program
or process that identifies and prepares members of the organization at each level, sworn and non-sworn
for all facets of career, organizational, and professional development.
The purpose of this applied research project is to identify if any, systems, processes, and
methods utilized by organizations that narrows the experiential gap between individuals preparing for
future positions and those retiring or resigning from fire service organizations. Descriptive research
methodology is used to answer the following questions: a) what is succession management and what
fire service components appear to correlate to such criteria? b) within the definition of “best industry
practice” what models and which organizations have proven positive results for succession
management? c) what have other organizations done to implement successful organizational succession
management programs? and d) what instruments, programs, or processes have fire departments utilized
to plan for and promote Company and Chief Officers?
Background and Significance
The Novato Fire Protection District and the City of Novato are located in Marin County,
California. Marin County is one of nine bay area counties linked to San Francisco by the Golden Gate
Bridge to the south and to the east bay by the Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. Marin County is bordered
on the north and northeast by Sonoma County and on the west by the Pacific Ocean.
The County encompasses approximately 520 square miles and possesses a variety of topography,
climate, and vegetation, from the tidal flats of the coastline and bay shores to the slopes of Mt.
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Tamalpais; from the dense stands of redwood and pine to the inland grasslands and exposed rocky
areas; and the coastal fogs that naturally condition the warm inland temperatures in summer.
The NFD is an independent special district governed by a five member Board of Directors
established in 1926. The City of Novato was incorporated in 1964 which is part of the Fire District
service area. The District provides all risk emergency response to approximately 62,000 residents
covering an area of approximately 71 square miles. The District is bisected by two major highways
Highway 101 and Highway 37, has water on two edges of the north and east district boundaries. There
are 69 full time career suppression personnel and 19 staff administrative positions (9 of which are
safety).
The NFD has five fire stations providing 23 career suppression personnel daily to staff five
Type I Engine companies, one Truck Company, and two Advanced Life Support (ALS) paramedic
transport units. All of the District Type I Engines are staffed with a minimum of one Captain, and two
firefighter/paramedics and are advanced life support capable and equipped. NFD also cross-staffs three
Type-III Engines during the California wildfire season. In 2007, NFD responded to 4,700 calls for
service.
In 2002, the Novato Fire District Board of Directors negotiated with the Novato Professional
Firefighters Association a retirement benefits program that changed its current program formula from
3% at age 55 to 3% at age 50. This change caused a mass exodus of retirement eligible department
members. Over the course of approximately three years, more than one-third of the department
members retired. In 2005, the Deputy Fire Chief retired and in 2006, the Fire Chief retired. In 2006, the
newly appointed fire chief commissioned the Training Division and the Organizational Resources
Division to conduct an evaluation of the tenure and experience within the Novato Fire Protection
District as a predictor of future retirements, promotions and hiring. That evaluation revealed that over
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the course of a ten year period between 2006 and 2016, another thirty-three percent of its members,
primarily baby-boomers would retire or be eligible to retire. This future anticipated exodus would
create a primarily gen-x organization with limited experience, organizational knowledge, and
institutional memory. Without a focused and planned leadership and talent development program in
place, the Novato Fire Protection District may need to shift its philosophy from developing and
promoting their internal members to a search and recruitment process outside the current talent pool in
order to fill a potential leadership gap.
This applied research project is consistent with the United States Fire Administration’s (USFA)
operational objectives by “responding appropriately in a timely manner to an emerging issue” (NFA
EFOP ARSSC, 2005, p.3). Identifying talent development models, processes and key competencies for
fire service leaders at the supervisor, manager and executive levels will better prepare fire departments
for service delivery in diverse and challenging socio-economic and uncertain times.
This research project is related to the Executive Leadership (EL) course of the Executive Fire
Officer Program (EFOP) because it will “prepare senior fire officers in the administrative functions
necessary to manage the operational component of a fire department effectively” (NFA Executive
Leadership-Student Manual 2007, p. SM 1-3) . This research is intended to provide the Novato Fire
Protection District with comprehensive information on available succession management models and
processes that may lead to effective and efficient fire service talent identification, development,
selection, and placement and diminish the leadership gap created in organizations by employee
transfers, resignations and retirements.
Literature Review
In 2006, the Fire Chief of Novato Fire Protection District commissioned the Training and
Organization Resources Divisions to conduct an Evaluation of Tenure and Experience within the
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Novato Fire Protection District (NFPD) as a Predictor of Future Retirements, Promotions, and Hiring,
Johnston, K. (2007). The study focused on determining “a profile of tenure evaluated by job
classification” in all positions and among all members of the organization. (p.2) The study took further
into account the change in retirement system which occurred in 2002 (from 3% @55 to 3% @ age 50
via the Marin County Employee Retirement System).
The results of the Johnston (2007) study indicated that within a ten year period from 2006-2016,
nine Chief Officers (out of ten); five Company Officers; four Engineers; and three
Firefighter/Paramedics would retire or be eligible to retire from the organization. This number
comprises approximately thirty per-cent of the organization.
It was recommended in the study that the data “demonstrate that the identification of personnel
and their development, in the command staff should be a priority for the management team of the
NFPD for the next two to five years.” (p.10) Due to the relatively young department, it also
recommended that experience building opportunities and appropriate development was necessary
among Company Officers, Engineers and Firefighter/Paramedics.
The International City/County Managers Association (ICMA) has taken significant interest in
succession management and has encouraged local government leaders, city managers and local
governments to participate in sharing their success, human capital development, and succession
management models through reports, journals and coaching programs. According to an ICMA report
Lavigna, R. J. (2006), Building the Leadership Pipeline, “This generation – people born between 1946
and 1964 – now accounts for almost 28 percent of our nation’s population. As these workers now begin
to retire en masse, the entire nation will face a workforce crisis.” (p.3) The report in addition to
providing two distinct approaches for building talent within organizations identifies several key
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competencies that the author argues are critical to leadership success. According to Lavigna (2006) “of
the expert practitioners interviewed, leaders need to master ten key competencies”. These are:
1. Knowledge outside the employee’s own department or functional area.
2. Knowledge and understanding at the enterprise level.
3. A broad network of relationships.
4. Getting things done in government or the organization.
5. Managing change.
6. Managing conflict.
7. Managing public relations.
8. Managing the media.
9. Managing employees, which include influencing, motivating, developing, and
retaining talent.
10. Dealing with civic service and personnel policies.
Lavigna (2006) is persistent with his message throughout his published research that
“employers must intervene deliberately” to expand their talent pool outside their traditional comfort
zones. (p.4). What is revealing is that employees may not necessarily know how to develop as leaders
on their own. As such, the aforementioned competencies require the candidate to stretch beyond
comfort boundaries, stretching knowledge, understanding, and working relationships, exposing leaders
to people and aspects of the organization outside their normal sphere of influence.
Lavigna (2006) has referenced his research as a “Leadership Pipeline – Workforce Planning
Model”. (p.12) This approach is an “Integrated Model” versus a “Just in Time (JIT) approach”. (p4)
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Figure 1. CPS Workforce Planning Model

Source: Lavigna, R.J. (2006). Building the leadership pipeline. International City/County Managers
Association IQ Report, 38(2) (2006).
Information detailed in the Lavigna (2006) report is a culmination of over one hundred
interviews narrowing the focus to approximately 35 local and state government agencies that had
developed and tested succession management programs. Building the Leadership Pipeline report
highlights fifteen of those agencies pertinent best practices and models.
For example, the City of Roseville, California developed a succession model consisting of
leadership competencies that were critical “management dimensions” or program components. (p.6)
These dimensions include, “communication, decision making, interpersonal effectiveness, leadership
style, administrative effectiveness, flexibility, planning/organization, and developmental orientation.
These key competencies created the basis for the City of Roseville’s “Management Development
Assessment Center (MDAC)”. (p.6)
The MDAC model consists of six components:
1. A background questionnaire,
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2. A personal interview
3. An in-basket exercise
4. A group-interaction activity
5. A team-planning activity, and
6. A Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) (p.6)
City of Roseville’s assessment centers consist of two parts: 1) evaluating a candidate within the
defined management dimensions, and 2) Observing behaviors that took place during the MDAC
activities and providing the candidates written responses based upon those evaluations. Roseville
employees then shared the results of the assessor comments with their direct reports resulting in
incorporating many of the recommendations from the assessors to update individual employee
development plans.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) is a non-profit organization dedicated to fire
protection code and standards development. NFPA Standard 1021, Fire Officer Professional
Qualifications (2003), is a nationally recognized standard which “define progressive levels of
performance required at the various levels of officer responsibility” for fire service professionals.
(p.1021-5) The National Professional Qualifications Board, commissioned by the Joint Council of
National Fire Service Organizations (JCNFSO) enrolled four subcommittees to develop Standard 1021
in order to “facilitate the development of nationally applicable performance standards for uniformed
fire service personnel. (p.1021-1)
Chapter 7 of NFPA Standard 1021 outlines the requisite knowledge and skills required for
Chief Officer Level IV certification. In order to attain Chief Officer Level IV certification, progressive
certification must be attained in all three prior levels: Fire Officer I, II and III. The requisite knowledge
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and skills identified with the Standard may also be considered competencies and include but are not
limited to:


Administration, Finance, Communications, Analytical, Information management



Human resource management



Inspection and Investigation



Community and government relations



Emergency services delivery



Health and Safety

NFPA Standard 1021 (2003), draws a nexus to succession planning and employee development.
The job performance requirements (JPR’s) can be useful in developing a
plan for the individual’s growth with the organization. The JPR’s and the
associated requisite knowledge and skills can be used as a guide to
determine additional training and education required for the employee to
master his or her job profession. Succession planning or career pathing
addresses the efficient placement of people into jobs in response to
current needs and anticipated future needs. A career development path
can be established for targeted individuals to prepare them for growth
within the organization (p.1021-15)
The International Fire Chief’s Association (IAFC)–Professional Development Committee has
also created a nexus between NFPA Standards, accreditation and certification programs, and academia.
In a publication by the International Association of Fire Chiefs (2003), Officer Development Handbook,
a process model was developed for fire service professionals that “incorporate four distinct elements”
into the “mapping of one’s fire service career development. (p.4) These include: a) education, b)
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training, c) experience and, d) self development. These recommendations were initially based on the
professional development needs identified by the Wingspread Conference-National Significance to the
Fire Problem in the United States in 1966.
Other structured programs that exist that were referenced by the IAFC- Professional
Development Committee were the Chief Fire Officer Designation (CFOD) program and the Fire &
Emergency Service Self Assessment process. The Center for Public Safety Excellence, Inc. (CPSE)
which administers the CFOD program through the Commission on Fire Accreditation International
(CFAI), on their website Commission on Fire Accreditation – frequently asked questions – chief fire
officer designation lists the benefits of their program for senior executive fire officers. These include:


Promoting excellence within the fire and emergency medical services
profession



Improving professionalism levels among senior fire officers



Providing a career path for new or prospective chief officers



Ability to demonstrate superior characteristics attained by CFO’s



Assisting jurisdictional authorities in identifying individuals who possess
superior skills, knowledge and abilities prior to the hiring or promotion
process



Establishing benchmarks and core competencies for personnel serving in
senior fire officer positions



Developing and understanding of need for continuing education, training,
and skill proficiency (¶.2)

The CFOD program identifies twenty-one core competencies that candidates must demonstrate
mastery in to achieve successful credentialing and includes cross functional competencies including but
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not limited to: administration, human resources, finance, EMS, fire suppression, special operations,
governance, risk management, and fire prevention. Through the CFOD application process, candidates
and their peer assessors can readily identify professional development gaps that can then be used as the
basis for additional training and experiential learning.
According to a reference statement made by Fire Chief Marc Revere, formerly of the Mountain
View Fire Department, California, in the Center for Public Safety Excellence, Inc. (2006), Fire &
Emergency Service Self-Assessment Manual,
Fundamentally, I believe it is essential for a fire chief to personally
develop senior staff for succession to top leadership positions…..By far, I
believe that the best career development tool for those who aspire to
senior leadership positions within the fire service is the IAFC Officer
Development Handbook and participation in the Chief Fire Officer
designation. (p.1•14)
The CPSE via the CFAI offers a voluntary accreditation process for fire departments. According
to the Center for Public Safety Excellence, Inc. (2006), Fire & Emergency Service Self-Assessment
Manual, the CFAI accreditation process is design to assist fire service agencies, administrators,
government and elected officials in evaluating community risks using best-industry practices in order to
“provide continuous quality improvement and the enhancement of service delivery to their
communities”. (p.1•14) This process requires an agency to specifically evaluate their current business
practices and service delivery systems within ten functional categories of the organization. Within each
category are criteria and performance indicators that require an applicant agency to specifically provide
a description, appraisal, plan, and references specific to the criterion and performance indicator.
(pp.2•33-2•34)
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Several of the categories within the self-assessment process that apply to this research are
Categories:


V: Programs



VII: Human Resources



VIII: Training and Competency



IX: Essential Resources (pp.4•82-4•93)

What is essential to accreditation and self assessment is that it implants a process by which an
agency can: a) compare what their agency does in relation to the performance indicators, b) measure
outcomes, and c) establish benchmarks for intended improvement. Under the leadership of an
“accreditation manager” or team leader, self-assessment of the organization is best accomplished when
“subordinate officers and personnel …be given…opportunity to participate in the process”. (p.2•25)
This includes organized labor-union representation.
According to the CFAI, participation in the self-assessment and accreditation process at all
levels of the organization is important particularly in evaluating the agency’s current situation and in
developing plans for future changes. It not only provides support and ownership of the process, it also
provides opportunity for members to stretch and gain knowledge about their organization that they may
not otherwise be purview to.
According to a publication by the Nova Scotia Public Service Commission on Innovation &
Growth (2005) entitled Success through People – A Guide to Succession Management, whatever the
succession management model utilized with an organization, it must be a “flexible and adaptable
process to be implemented based on your own departments need and culture”. (p.3)
The Nova Scotia Public Service Commission (2005), (NSPSC) creates a distinction between
succession management and succession planning. “Succession management is a structured effort by an
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organization to ensure continuity in key positions and to retain and develop intellectual knowledge
capital”. (p.4) Whereas, succession planning is “any effort designed to ensure the continued effective
performance of an organization, department or work group”. (p.4) The NSPSC argues that succession
management goes further and is more encompassing than succession planning because it utilizes “A
deliberate and systematic effort…..to encourage individual advancement and ensure continuity in key
positions, including management, technical, and professional specialist roles.” (p4) The benefits of
succession management are inherent in the design of the organizational model and how that model is
incorporate into the philosophy and culture of the organization. NSPSC (2005) insists that “by creating
an environment for people to develop their skills in preparation for a range of future possibilities, the
workplace will be well positioned to face whatever lies ahead”. (p7)
The NSPSC (2005) has created a model for succession management that identifies the benefits
of such process with fundamental relevance to organization learning. Through organizational learning,
as depicted in the model in Figure 2, succession management is akin to “preserving institutional
memory and continuous improvement in individual and organizational effectiveness”. (p7)
Figure 2. Succession Management Outcomes
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Source: Nova Scotia Public Service Commission (2005), Innovation and growth – a guide to
succession management. Nova Scotia Public Service Commission, Halifax, NS. (July 4, 2005).
Other strategies should be explored when personnel recruitment is on a critical path and there
are limited talent pools to replace or promote from. In these instances, it is important to think outside as
well as inside the organization’s boundaries. According to NSPSC, organizations should explore
innovative approaches such as:
 Develop temporary or permanent partnerships
 Trade personnel temporarily with other divisions, departments and/or
organizations
 Create talent pools, and
 Create “two in the box” positions (i.e. assistant roles) (p.9)
Other strategies to close the timing gap may also include using temporary employees, job
sharing, consultants, overtime, job rotation, and use of retirees. Regardless of the strategies considered,
high performance talent potential should be based upon the following four key factors:
Values

–

Future

leaders

should

consistently

demonstrate

the

organizations values.
Learning Ability – Potential involves learning new skills in order to
perform in first time situations.
Competencies – Consider those competencies that are required of a level
beyond their current role.
Performance – Individuals who are high performers demonstrate good
performance across varied assignments. (p.14)
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Employees as well as senior leadership have roles and responsibilities in the succession
management process. According to NSPSC, the key to the success of any succession management
program is having a senior leadership team or committee that is actively engaged in the organizations’
process. “This would involve championing the program, working with managers to identify and
facilitate development opportunities (both internal and external to the department), and acting as role
models, coaching and supporting managers through the process.” (p.18)
While senior leadership and management support are essential to the ongoing success of any
professional development program, there are roles and responsibilities for employees participating in
such a program as well. These responsibilities include but are not limited to: expressing desire, interest
and commitment to pursuing new roles; developing and maintaining current career development plans;
making an effort to achieve performance goals; being open to feedback including 360° evaluative tools;
working with senior management to identify development opportunities; and, taking risks to further
develop their skills-set that might not otherwise be made available.
In a Harvard Business Review article authored by Conger, J. & Fulmer, R. (2003), entitled
Developing your Leadership Pipeline, succession management is dependent on five guidelines which
they call “rules” for developing the leadership pipeline. The question these authors pose as the premise
and foundation for defining the rules is “What could be more vital to a company’s long-term health
than the choice and cultivation of its future leaders?” (p.2) According to the authors, by combining the
practice of succession planning and leadership development, a long term process can be implemented
that will assist in managing an organizations leadership talent pool.
Conger and Fulmer (2003) identified rules for establishing a succession management process
“that will build a steady, reliable pipeline of leadership talent” is as follows:
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Rule one. Focus on Development – This rule is the foundation on which the other four rules
reside. “Succession management must be a flexible system oriented toward developmental activities,
not a rigid list of high-potential employees and slots they might fill.” (p.3)
Rule two. Identify Linchpin Positions –
Whereas succession planning generally focuses on a few positions at the very
top, leadership development usually begins in middle management. Collapsing
the two functions into a single system allows companies to take a long-term
view of the process of preparing middle managers, even those below the
director level, to become general managers. (p.4)
Rule three. Make it transparent – Conger & Fulmer (2003) stress that succession management
and talent development programs must not be kept as management’s best kept secret. From an
employee’s perspective, if leaders are not clear on the candidates progress and performance they will
continue to repeat past behaviors. Under succession management process rule three, since the employee
is participating in a performance measurement environment, there should be no surprises. “A
transparent succession management system is not just about being honest. If employees know what
they need to do to reach a particular rung on the ladder, they can take the steps to do just that.” (p.6)
Transparency also diminishes employee dissatisfaction or frustration as they know where they stand in
the leadership development pipeline.
Rule four. Measure progress regularly – This rule is essential to the long term success of any
program. Continuous performance measurement is critical. The candidates’ assessment of where they
are on the leadership ladder and which jobs they are qualified for at any particular given time are
critical. The authors however caution that:
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You must make sure that high-potential employees have enough options
that they don’t grow restless – royal heirs can be expected to show
patience in waiting for the throne, but corporate heirs have many other
opportunities. Frequent checks throughout the year can reveal potential
problems before they flare-up. (p7)
Rule five. Keep it flexible – The authors revealed that their research identified best practices
within organizations that implemented “the Japanese notion of kaizen” which incorporates continuous
improvement in both the processes and content. (pp.8-9) Additionally, it was noted that successful
leadership development programs are most effective when they are simple to use, maintain currency,
respond to the user’s needs and that the “tools and processes provide reliable and current information”.
(p.9)
Fulmer R. & Conger J. (2004) also authored a book entitled, Growing Your Company’s
Leaders. The authors conducted research on the topic of succession management systems and how
organizations use processes within their own cultures to sustain competitive advantage. This research
was conducted through the American Productivity and Quality Center in 2001. The primary research
focused on five best practice organizations including: Dell Computer, Eli Lilly and Company, Dow
Chemical Company, PanCanadian Petroleum, and Sonoco Products Company.
In another article published by the Pepperdine University Graziado School of Business and
Management’s – Graziado Business Report authored by Fulmer, R. (2002) entitled Choosing
tomorrow’s leaders today - succession planning grooms firms for success, similar best business
practices were offered regarding implementation of a succession management process. Fulmer (2002)
suggests that best-practice organizations: a) incorporate linkage between succession planning and
business strategy, b) implement succession management on a continuum basis, c) establish leadership
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competencies and then identify specific individual development plans based upon a candidates
leadership development gaps, d) promote executive education programs in concert with special
assignments, and e) develop methods to assess and monitor the succession management process. The
author reiterates that the success of talent development models within organizations is to have “senior
level support” which appears a common theme among best-practice organizations. (p.3)
Benest, F. (2003) in his published research entitled Preparing the Next Generation – A Guide
for Current and Future Local Government Managers, investigates and compares succession
management models and strategies of local governments. The author extracts key characteristics
necessary for aspiring managers and assistants to lead based on success stories from various managers’
perspectives. Benest (2003), from this research developed thirty-nine best practices for preparing future
generations. These best practices are grouped into a menu of options that can assist “top executives in
local government provide support and a structure for developing talent”. (p.42)
One of the first areas of menu items is that of “Personal Outlook”. (p.42) Executives need to
recognize that developing talent development and securing future leaders from within the organization
should be a primary responsibility and that if not, succession planning – management will not receive
the attention and priority that it deserves. Like other initiatives that are not made a priority, properly
funded and supported by the organizations leadership, members of the organization both laterally and
vertically will find other planned or crisis initiatives to fill its place. This point is emphasized by
understanding that the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is the iconic role model within an organization.
Whether it is supervisor, manager, senior manager, or executive, subordinates in an organization model
the behavior observed from their leaders. If top leadership in an organization is modeling behavior that
envelopes talent development through best practice succession planning and management, then
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members of the organization are not only likely to support it but also participate as candidates of the
development pool.
Second on the menu of best practices is in the area of specific practices. Benest (2003) lists
specific ways executives can identify and develop the leadership talent pool:
 Articulate to the whole organization, especially to the management team,
the need to develop and replace talent as a key organizational challenge
 Identify up-and-comers from throughout the organization
 Devote sufficient time to up-and-comers
 Engage aspiring managers in conversations of substance
 Provide aspiring managers with a broad range of technical assignments
 Assign lead authority in managing special projects
 Provide direct supervisory authority, especially through the positions of
acting manager or interim manager
 Put an assistant in charge of agenda planning or budget
 Encourage aspiring managers to complete an MPA or an MBA degree
 Authorize an up-and-comer to trouble shoot and fix an organization
problem
 Include the assistant on the executive team (pp.43-45)
Other mechanisms that the author uses to narrow the talent replacement gap are through
“Structured Programs”. (p.46) some of these programs include:


Create a talent pool of management assistants who rotate among various
departments
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Assign a team of management assistants from various departments to
conduct an ongoing or special project of organizational significance



Create a leadership academy or a management certificate program for
aspiring managers



Establish a formal succession plan for the organization



Develop a certain number of assignments in various departments for
potential successors (pp.46-48)

In developing a best practices succession plan, Benest (2003) suggests six components for
ensuring that ready and able successors are available when senior managers leave or retire. The
plan should identify:


Key management positions for which internal successors must be
groomed



Knowledge, skills, competencies, and experiences required of successors
if they are to move up



A ladder of succession, including rungs of increasing responsibility and
authority



The specific group of employees to be developed over time



Mentors who will informally or formally coach the potential successors



Internal and/or external training, opportunities, and special assignments
that will assist in the professional development of each designated
employee (p.47)

Ready, D. & Conger, J. (2007) numerate similar succession plan components to those of
Fulmer, R. (2002) in an article published by the Harvard School of Business entitled Make your
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Company a Talent Factory. “Today, demographic shifts – notably the impending retirement of baby
boomers – along with changing business conditions…have combined to produce something of a perfect
storm”. (p.3). In the final analysis Ready & Conger (2007) suggest that in order for talent development
to succeed, it must be a strategic process that is aligned with the business development. The authors
compare two talent development processes in Proctor & Gamble and in HSBC Group. In both bestbusiness practices, Ready & Conger (2007) found that although “they approach talent management
from slightly different directions, both illustrate the power of a twin focus on functionality and
vitality”. (p3) Functionality refers to the processes, systems and tools that allow an organization to put
the right people, with the right skills, in the right job at the appropriate time. Vitality refers to the
attitudes and behaviors of those responsible for those processes and includes all members at all levels
of an organization. In essence, functionality and vitality of an organizations succession management
process will reveal how well an organization can ready their high performance leadership candidates to
promote to senior and executive level positions.
This model of functionality and vitality is similar to Conger, J. & Fulmer, R. (2004) findings in
Bank of America (B of A). B of A considers individual as well as organizational needs when preparing
to promote a member to a new position or role within their organization. The authors report that at B of
A, “In addition to what the individuals needs are to develop his or her growth, it considers factors such
as job size, scale, scope, as well as department or market conditions, customer demographics, and
overall business needs”. (p.85) B of A uses a model described in Figure 3, as a method to evaluate an
employee’s readiness to succeed in a new assignment or role.
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Figure 3. Job Complexity Profiling at B of A.

Source: Fulmer R. & Conger J. (2004). Growing Your Company’s Leaders. (p.86)
B of A’s Job Complexity Profiling illustrates that there are three levels to the degree of success
an individual may have depending on the degree of challenge and the degree of risk those being:
stagnation, smart stretch, and danger zone. If the degree of challenge and the degree of risk of that
assignment to an individual is high, there is excessive stretch of the individual’s potential. In this
scenario, success would be unlikely and the excessive stretch would diminish development potential.
Conversely, if the degree of challenge and the degree of risk of that assignment to an individual is low,
there is less stretch of the individual’s capacity. In this scenario, success would be also be unlikely and
the minimal stretch would diminish talent development. In essence this scenario would be
underutilizing the individual’s potential or create, “stagnation”. The model suggests a “smart stretch”
should produce probable success but not guaranteed, and at the same time optimize the return on
investment of top talent. (p.86)
Ready, D. & Conger, J. (2007) recommend merging the following in order to create a freeflowing pipeline of current and future leaders:
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In building functionality,


Help people understand your strategic objectives



Groom people for complex, challenging jobs

In fostering vitality,


Build commitment to talent development



Encourage engagement



Ensure accountability (p.1)

An article by Benest, F. (2008), published by the International City/County Managers
Association entitled Retaining and Growing Talent; Strategies to Create Organizational Stickness,
reveals that it is essential for organizations to develop their own leaders and “accelerate the
development of emerging leaders at a time when talent can easily leave”. (p.1) The author uses his own
organization, the City of Palo Alto, California as a laboratory for talent retention and development. In
2006, the City of Palo Alto conducted a retirement survey of all employees. The survey results
indicated “that 50 percent of all management and professional employees were eligible to retire in three
to five years and 35 percent stated that they would in fact retire.” (p.3) To effectively manage this talent
gap caused by the mass exodus, the City had to create urgency for professional development and
narrowing the candidacy gap in future leaders.
Benest (2008) recommends five strategies for dealing with talent development and
retention:
1. Engage the governing board and employees in the talent issue
2. Retool the benefits package to reflect the values of the next generation
3. Fix-up organizational cultures
4. Market culture as a benefit, and
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5. Re-recruit employees on a continuous basis (pp.5-7)
According to an Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP) Applied Research Project Paper
(ARP), Developing Chief Officers within the Santa Rosa Fire Department, Shubin, W. (2007) revealed
that executive fire officer (EFO) mentoring can be an effective tool for talent development. Shubin
(2007) conducted research through literature review and surveys vetted within the Santa Rosa Fire
Department as well as from ten other fire service agencies. That research revealed that EFO mentoring
is an important component missing from many of the department programs that he investigated. Shubin
(2007) reported that “this type of program bridges the gap between skills needed for a management role
and knowledge required for management activities.” (p.10) The author further indicates that “benefits
of an EFO mentoring program are: a) succession planning, b) institutional knowledge transfer, c)
improved management skills and capabilities, and d) increased job satisfaction.” (p.10)
Procedures
The Research Method
Descriptive research methodology will be utilized for this applied research project through literary
reviews of books, periodicals, journals, reports, internet sites, Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP)
Applied Research Project (ARP) research papers, interviews and questionnaires from fire service and
private industry executives.
To answer research question numbers 1 through 4, this author will obtain information through
interviews (Appendix A) administered through one-on-one contact with organization representatives of
public sector leaders and private sector human resource professionals. Authorization to disclose
information, statements, names, dates, time of interview, and agency utilized in this ARP will be
obtained by the author and granted by each person interviewed. This is necessary so as to provide the
author with points of discussion and comparison relative to findings from the literature review.
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Disclosure is necessary in order that others may validate the author’s findings so as to provide
duplication and follow-up research if warranted. Interview statements can be referenced in Appendix A
of this ARP. In addition, an electronic questionnaire instrument entitled Succession Management
Agency Questionnaire (Appendix B) will be distributed to fire service and private industry executives
from around the United States and Canada.
Prior to distribution of the questionnaire, this author convened the input from five California
Fire Chiefs in order to validate the instrument. Input was incorporated into the questionnaire as
necessary to provide clarity and eliminate ambiguity. The questionnaires were disseminated to fire
service and private industry executives through the International Fire Chief’s Association, the
California Fire Chiefs Association, EFOP alumni, and mailed to selected public and private sector
leaders and human resource professionals. Results from the questionnaires are incorporated in
Appendix C of this ARP.
In addition to interviews and questionnaire, this author will conduct literary reviews of
periodicals, books, journals, obtained from the Dominican University of California, Stanford
University, Harvard Business Reviews, and EFOP - ARP’s obtained from the National Fire Academy,
Learning Resource Center.
Limitations and Assumptions
Agencies that responded to the electronic questionnaire instrument provided similar but not
necessarily exact responses. This author interpreted some of the responses and categorized those
responses where possible, to find trends and similarities. Due to limited or no contact with the
respondents to the questionnaire, this researcher was not able to verify any variations or uncertainties
made in the interpretations.
Definition of Terms
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Assessment Center - “is a structured process that enables an organization to gather relevant
information, under standardized conditions, about a person’s ability to perform a supervisory or
management job.” Lavigna, R. J. (2006), Building the Leadership Pipeline. (p.7)
Professional Development – “The planned progressive life-long process of education, training,
self-development and experience.” International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC). (2003). Officer
Development Handbook. (p.43)
Succession Management - “A deliberate and systematic effort by an organization to encourage
individual advancement and ensure continuity in key positions, including management, technical and
professional specialist roles.” Nova Scotia Public Service Commission (2005), Innovation and growth –
a guide to succession management. (p.4)
Succession Planning -“Any effort designed to ensure the continued effective performance of an
organization, department or work group by making provision for the development and replacement of
key people over time.” Nova Scotia Public Service Commission (2005), Innovation and growth – a
guide to succession management. (p.4)
Results
To answer research questions number 1 through 4, this author obtained information through
interviews (Appendix A) administered one-on-one contact with organization representatives of fire
agencies, a published author and former city manager, an executive with Bombardier Aerospace, and
with a Stanford University Business School graduate and Sr. Consultant with a human resource firm. In
addition, an electronic questionnaire (Appendix B) containing twelve questions one of which provided
information on the demographics of the respondents, was distributed to fire service and private industry
executives from within the United States and Canada.
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1. What is succession management and what fire service components appear to correlate to
such criteria?
To answer this research question, data collected from the agency questionnaire-question numbers 4
and 5 (Appendix B) revealed that agencies can identity a distinction between succession planning and
succession management. Programs or processes used in succession management from a fire service
perspective include but not limited to: the IAFC Professional Development Guide, NFPA Std. 1021
(2003), Civil Service Systems, and the FESHE models.
2. Within the definition of “best industry practice” what models and which
organizations have proven positive results for succession management?
To answer this research question, information from the literature review revealed several bestpractice organizations and models that support and provided examples of succession management.
Some of these best-practice models and organizations include:


International City/County Managers Association – CPS Workforce Planning model



Bank of America – Job Complexity Profiling model



Bombardier Aerospace – Talent Accelerated Pool (TAP) model



Center for Public Safety Excellence – Commission on Fire Accreditation Chief Fire Officer
Designation



City of Roseville – Assessment Centers and the MDAC model



International Association of Fire Chiefs – Professional Development Guide



PanAmerican – Leadership and Management Development model



National Fire Academy – Executive Fire Officer Program



National Fire Protection Association – NFPA Standard 1021



Proctor and Gamble – Functionality and Vitality model
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3. What have other organizations done to implement successful organizational succession
management programs?
To answer this research question, data collected from agency/organization interviews, the
literature, and the questionnaire-question numbers 2, 6, 7 and 8 (Appendix B), revealed that
organizations which have identified leadership competencies then outlined and implemented on an
continuum basis, specific steps that stretch and grow a leadership candidate, is more likely to succeed
in filling or narrowing the talent gap than agencies that do not. Only twelve out of one hundred and
twenty–one agencies that responded to the succession management questionnaire – question #2,
indicated that they had a written succession plan. Refer to Tables 3 and 4.
4. What instruments, programs, or processes have fire departments utilized to plan for and promote
Company and Chief Officers?
To answer this research question, data collected from agency/organization interviews, the literature,
and the questionnaire-question numbers , 8 , 9, and 11(Appendix B), were developed to help answer
this question. Refer to Tables 4, 6, and 7.
Response summary from the succession management questionnaire resulted in one hundred twentyone returns with a total of one hundred and thirteen or, 113 percent completing all of the questions.
The introduction to the questionnaire asked respondents to complete demographic information
about their organization. Demographic information is presented in Table 1. Raw responses to this
request for information are located in Appendices C1-C5.
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Table 1. Demographic complexion of the respondent agencies.
Demographic information
Respondents name

Response Response
Percent
Count
99.1%
116

Position

99.1%

116

Department name

99.1%

116

Total number of personnel

99.1%

116

Number of Chief Officers

99.1%

116

Number of Company Officers

99.1%

116

Type of Department: Career

76.7%

92

Type of Department: Combination

23.3%

28

Type of Department: Volunteer

0.0%

0

Type of Agency: Municipality

77.5%

93

Type of Agency: County Government 10.0%

12

Type of Agency: State

0.0%

0

Type of Agency: Federal

0.8%

1

Type of Agency: Special District

11.7%

14

Population of jurisdiction

n/a

118

Question #1 asked respondents: In your own words, describe the distinction between “Career
Development” and “Professional Development” within your organization. Of the respondents to this
question, one hundred fifteen answered the question and six skipped the question. Raw responses to
this question can be found in Appendix C-6. Definitions from the respondents to this question varied
greatly. Some respondents indicated that there was no distinction and that the two are used
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interchangeably. Others, indicated that career development was “training provided by your department
to prepare you for the next level” and professional development “is training that you acquire on your
own”. A common thread among the responses however revealed that career development was
“providing training and education for a specific position” whereas professional development was
“keeping current of industry issues and obtaining various executive experiences”. One response that
creates the most significant distinction however was “Career development relates more to the technical
components and certifications needed for promotion and work improvement. Professional development
centers on the acquisition of the skills and abilities necessary to lead and direct members of any
organization”.
Question #2 asked respondents: Does your agency have a written “Succession Plan”? Of the
respondents to this question, 10.3% (n=12) responded “yes” and 89.7% (n=104) answered “no”. Five
(n=5) skipped the question. The raw responses to this question are not provided because it was simply a
“yes” or “no” question. This question is significant with respect to how many agencies do not have a
succession plan. Of the one hundred sixteen respondents to this question, only twelve (n=12) indicated
that they have a written succession plan.
Question #3 asked respondents: In your opinion, what are the top five (5) components of a
“Succession Plan”? Of the respondents to this question, one hundred six answered the question and
fifteen skipped the question. Raw responses to this question can be found in Appendix C-7. There
were five hundred ninety total responses to question #3. Table 2 summarizes the highest ranking
component categories.
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Table 2. Ranking components of a Succession Plan
Component

Number of responses

Education of higher education

31

Training

25

Mentoring

25

Professional development

22

Develop and/or implement a Plan

17

Experience

13

Clear goal(s)

9

From the responses to question #3, the components of a succession plan revealed similar responses
ranking in the following descending order: education, training, mentoring, professional
development, develop and/or implement a plan, experience, and clear goals respectively. Other
responses were either not similar enough to group or were commentary only in nature.
Question #4 asked respondents: In your own words, describe the distinction between
“Succession Planning” and “Succession Management”. Of the respondents to this question, ninetyseven answered the question and twenty-four skipped the question. Raw responses to this question
can be found in Appendix C-8. Responses to this question varied greatly. Some responses indicated
that “they weren’t sure” others indicated that they seemed “one in the same”. A trend in the many of
the responses however, indicated that a succession plan referred to developing a written plan, and
that succession management was the execution of that plan. Some examples of responses are as
follows:


“Succession planning is the road map. Succession management is getting the job done.”
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“Succession planning – putting the plan together of how it is going to happen. Succession
management – managing the plan to ensure the personnel are meeting the requirements of
the plan.”



“Planning is the process of assembling and creating the elements of the succession plan.
Management is the continuous process of monitoring and tweaking the elements to ensure
they meet the organizational needs and help meet the goals of the overall plan.”



“Succession planning takes all of the components and more when evaluating all personnel
within an organization. It will allow the management team to match the needs of the
department with the skills and abilities of the personnel within the organization. Once these
components of the plan are brought to light, the plan can be put together and the process
begins. Succession management would be the part of the process that delivers and monitors
the plan.”



“Succession planning is simply a document. Succession management is active direction and
control of those employees involved in succession development.”

One of the responses that relates specifically to the literature is: “Succession planning is actually
having a live document which addresses the needs of the department, as far as, seeing to it there is a
constant flow of information from employee to employee, so that we are not constantly reinventing
the wheel. Succession management is simply enacting your plan and ensuring that there is always
someone in the pipeline to fill potential vacancies.”
Question #5 asked respondents: Does your agency have a “Succession Management Plan”? If
you answered “yes”, within the definition of “best industry practice” what model has your
organization used that has produced proven positive succession management results? Of the
respondents to this question, 4.3% (n=5) responded “yes” and 95.7% (n=110) answered “no”. Six
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(n=6) skipped the question. Raw responses to this question can be found in Appendix C-9. Of the
five respondents to this question that indicated that their organization has a succession management
plan, only four indicated specific and relevant information. The four responses are as follows:


“Our succession planning program is brand new and we are just one year into the
program. Many of our practices came through direction of the IAFC. We have begun
with the Company Officer level first.”



“We follow the state’s civil service system.”



“All chief officers are expected to train key personnel to fill in for and eventually replace
them after retirement or promotion and produce written documentation of the progress.”



“We are in the process of trying to develop all of the components as a formal plan, under
a new fire chief. We have looked at the FESHE and IAFC models, as well as our own
county’s leadership “competencies”, which have been exhaustively researched.”

Question #6 asked respondents: What education, course work, experience and training does
your agency require for a Battalion Chief level and above? Of the respondents to this question, one
hundred ten answered the question and eleven skipped the question. Raw responses to this question
can be found in Appendix C-10. Responses to this question were categorized by various state and
national fire service programs and college or higher level education degrees. The results are
presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Numbers of required education, course work, experience and training levels for Battalion
Chief or higher rank.
NFPA
College
1021
Degree
Fire
Officer
level
programs
18
AS-30
BA/BS29

National
Fire
Academy
Coursework

4

Executive State Fire
Fire
Certificate
Officer
Programs
Program
(requireddesired)
7
21
4

National
Chief Fire
Wildfire
Officer
Coordinating Designation
Group

1

1

General
Fire/
Safety
Courses

1

Interestingly, eleven respondents indicated that they had no requirements for chief level officers
or above. Two respondents specifically indicated that they required “ethics” training. Fifty-nine
agencies indicated that they required an AS, BS or BA degree for Battalion Chief rank and above.
Question #7 asked respondents: What instruments, programs or processes has your organization
used to plan for and promote Company and Chief Officers? Of the respondents to this question, one
hundred five answered the question and sixteen skipped the question. Raw responses to this
question can be found in Appendix C-11. Responses to this question were categorized into
recognized programs or processes. The number of responses by category is displayed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Numbers of required instruments, programs or processes levels to plan for and promote
Company and Chief Officers.
Type of instrument, program or process Number of responses
Assessment Centers

22

Officer Academy

11

Interviews

7

Written Exam

7

In-house Development

7

NFPA 1021

4

National Fire Academy Courses

4

State Certification Programs

4

Civil Service Exams

3

Leadership Institute

1

IFSAC

1

The type of instrument, program or process that scored the highest number of responses was
assessment centers and fire officer academies. Next in ranking were interviews, written exams, inhouse developed programs and national and state certification programs.
Question #8 asked respondents: What do you do as a top executive in your organization to
encourage, mentor, or coach future leaders in your organization? Of the respondents to this
question, one hundred one answered the question and twenty skipped the question. Raw responses
to this question can be found in Appendix C-12. The responses to this question from the
respondents were more passive in nature. The following categories of responses indicate that
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respondents were more likely to suggest or encourage rather than engage personally in the
development of future leaders in their organizations. Table 5 provides responses by category.
Table 5. Actions taken by top executives in organizations to encourage, coach, and mentor future
leaders.
Actions taken

Number of responses

Offer training

10

National Fire academy courses

8

Support Executive Fire Officer Program

4

Provide annual evaluation process

1

Of the agencies that responded to this question, a common recurring comment was that they
“lead by example”, “be role models” and “act as an example”.
Question #9 asked respondents: Have you identified future leaders in your organization? If yes,
how have you done this? Of the respondents to this question, 72.1% (n=80) responded “yes” and
27.9% (n=31) answered “no”. Ten (n=10) skipped the question. Raw responses to this question can
be found in Appendix C-13. One of the remarkable findings from the respondents to this question is
that the highest ranking commentary is that leaders from these organizations responded that they
only identify leaders “informally with n=13 responses. Table 6 provides responses to the question
on “how” they identify future leaders in their organization. One responded specifically indicated
that they do not do this.
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Table 6. The method in which agencies identify future leaders in their organization.
Method used to identify future leaders

Number of responses

Performance review-evaluations

10

Ambition, knowledge and competence

8

Personal choice

5

Assignments-committees

5

Education/interest and participation in the department

2

Civil service

1

Question #10 asked respondents: What does your organization do to provide future leaders the
necessary training and experience required of senior/executive level positions within your organization?
Of the respondents to this question, one hundred four answered the question and seventeen skipped the
question. Raw responses to this question can be found in Appendix C-14.
As with question #9, the highest ranking commentary is that leaders from these organizations
responded that they did nothing with n=31 responses. Educational incentives or reimbursement ranked
second providing this type of support with n=23 responses. Support in attending National Fire
Academy courses ranked third providing this type of support with n=12 responses. Support in attending
Executive Fire Officer Program ranked fourth with n=3 responses. One respondent cited that their “city
offers a management academy that allows attendees to network and learn about management roles and
responsibilities throughout the city. This is highly encouraged by the executive leaders of the
department.”
Question #11 asked respondents: What are the characteristics you feel are important in a manager
(Fire Chief)/assistant manager relationship? Of the respondents to this question, ninety-eight answered
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the question and twenty-three skipped the question. Raw responses to this question can be found in
Appendix C-15. Table 7 provides the ranked responses to this question.
Table 7. Characteristics important in a manager (Fire Chief)/assistant manager relationship.
Important characteristics

Number of responses

Trust

33

Open communication at all levels

30

Honesty

17

Shared vision

13

Integrity

11

Common beliefs

11

Open-willingness to learn

9

Team player

6

Competent leadership skills

5

Listening

5

Positive attitude

4

Loyal

4

Ethical

3

Good decision making skills

3

Good interpersonal relationships

3

Flexibility

3

Accountable

1

Increased responsibilities

1
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The highest ranking five characteristics listed by the respondents were “trust” n=33, “open
communications at all levels” n=30, “honesty” n=17, “shared vision” n-13, and “integrity” n=11.
Question #12 asked respondents: What tensions have you found to exist in a manager (Fire
Chief)/assistant manager relationship? Of the respondents to this question, ninety-eight answered the
question and twenty-three skipped the question. Raw responses to this question can be found in
Appendix C-16. Of the respondents to this question, n=19 did not know what tensions exist or indicated
that none exist. Table 8 provides the responses to the question what tensions exist in the leader –
assistance relationship.
Table 8. Tensions between manager (Fire Chief)/assistant manager relationship.
Tension or condition

Numbers of responses

Lack of trust

13

Not focused on same goals/priorities

11

Lack of/poor communication

11

Management/leadership style differences

7

Ego

5

Financial-budgetary

5

Loyalty

3

Embracing change

2

Give and take – being flexible

2

Politics

2

Of the responses, the highest ranking tension was the lack of “trust” n=13. The next top five ranked
responses were: “lack of communication” n=11, “not focused on the same goals/priorities” n=11,
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management/leadership style differences n=7, “ego” n=5, and “ financial/ budgetary” n=5. Two
specific tensions from respondents that need mention are:


“A lack of loyalty creates mistrust, expectations that are not clearly articulated, personal
values and ambitions that are not in line with the organization’s values. Distrust of the
other’s intentions.”



“Lack of common vision. Lack of flexibility in moving from the past toward new ways to
reach and test the future leaders.”
Discussion

This author found abundant literature on the subject of succession management and succession
planning primarily from authors and practitioners outside the fire service profession. The models,
executive level certifications, and credentialing programs that IAFC, NFA, NFPA, and CPSE offer, and
utilized by some fire service agencies however limited or voluntary, identify more of the specific
knowledge, skill and competency requirements of functional areas within the various levels for senior
fire officers and executive level chief officers. It is important to note that while integrating portions or
all of the curriculum developed by these fire service organizations and institutions, these same
organizations provide little guidance on how to integrate succession planning or management as a
continuum process into fire service organizations.
Industry best-practices identified by renowned professors and authors such as Conger & Fulmer
(2003) and practitioners such as Benest (2008) through the ICMA, revealed survival tactics and
strategies that aided organizations in growing their talent when others were in crisis mode.
It was profoundly evident that talent development and the ability to narrow a diminishing senior
manager and executive level talent pool, commitment and inertia for these initiatives must be driven by
senior management and at the Board levels. Lavigna (2006) is persistent throughout his published
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research that “employers must intervene deliberately” to expand their talent pool outside their
traditional comfort zones. (p.4). Otherwise, organizations and their potential candidates will only
suggest or informally encourage leadership development and not immerse nor fully support the
development processes.
Succession management was defined as “a deliberate and systematic effort by an organization to
encourage individual advancement and ensure continuity in key positions, including management,
technical and professional specialist roles” by the Nova Scotia Public Service Commission (2005),
Innovation and growth – a guide to succession management. (p.4) From the responses to questions
obtained through this authors succession management inquiry, when asked what does your organization
do to provide future leaders the necessary training and experiences required of senior/executive level
positions within their organizations, many of the respondents indicated that they only “encourage” or
provide development opportunities “informally” through their organization. As with question #9 from
the succession management questionnaire, the highest ranking commentary is that leaders from these
organizations responded that “they did nothing” with n=31 responses. Educational incentives or
reimbursement ranked second providing this type of support with n=23 responses. Support in attending
National Fire Academy courses ranked third providing this type of support with n=12 responses.
Support in attending Executive Fire Officer Program ranked fourth with n=3 responses. One respondent
cited that their “city offers a management academy that allows attendees to network and learn about
management roles and responsibilities throughout the city. This is highly encouraged by the executive
leaders of the department.”
Second to executive level commitment for initiating and supporting leadership development
whatever model is utilized, employees participating in the process must be stretched by assignments
outside their normally accustomed and area of functional responsibility. B of A’s Job Complexity
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Profiling illustrates that there are three levels to the degree of success an individual may have within
their given assignment depending on the degree of challenge and the degree of risk. These levels being:
stagnation, smart stretch, and danger zone. If the degree of challenge and the degree of risk of that
assignment to an individual is high, there becomes what is called excessive stretch of the individual’s
potential. In this scenario, success would be unlikely and the excessive stretch would diminish
development. Conversely, if the degree of challenge and the degree of risk of that assignment to an
individual is low, there is less stretch of the individual’s capacity. In this scenario, success would be
also be unlikely and the minimal stretch would diminish talent development. In essence this scenario
would be underutilizing the individual’s potential or create, “stagnation”. The B of A model suggests a
“smart stretch” should produce probable success but not guaranteed, and at the same time optimize the
return on investment of top talent. (p.86) This model suggests that employees choosing to participate
must be fully engaged with the personal drive and commitment to take a stand in their participation in
such processes and programs. It is management’s responsibility to ensure that when stretching a leader
candidate that the right assignment is given to the right employee. Then, monitor and evaluate that
employee’s performance through continuous feedback.
Performance evaluation and feedback was a methodology utilized through the City of Roseville,
CA assessment center process. City of Roseville’s assessment centers consist of two parts: 1)
evaluating a candidate within the defined management dimensions, and 2) observing behaviors that
took place during the MDAC activities and providing the candidates written responses based upon
those evaluations. Roseville employees then shared the results of the assessor comments with their
direct reports resulting in incorporating many of the recommendations from the assessors to update
individual employee development plans.
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Fulmer (2002), Conger (2003), and Johnston (2007) indicated in the literature through their
research that the baby boomer generation of leaders facing retirement is significant. In an interview
with Mr. Frank Benest, author and former City Manager with the City of Palo Alto, CA, declared on
this matter that public organizations are part of the problem. Benest stated that “early retirement
schemes are great for individuals but for the organizations it is disastrous.” (Appendix A) Providing
extravagant retirement benefits packages basically invites leadership to retire. This is one of the
leadership vacuum causes and as such, organizations have not focused on the x-generation of leaders to
fill their leadership gap.
Developing this new generation of potential leaders comes with its challenges. For example, in
an interview with Fire Chief James Broman, Chairman of the IAFC Professional Development
Committee, found that many generation “X” employees are ready and willing to learn however with a
caveat and one contrary to that not found in the baby-boomer generation. (Appendix A) Chief Broman
stated that “some of it may be a difference in the generations, some generations lend to hear tell me the
objective and I will go do it. If I need a degree I will go do it. Today what people are saying is if I have
to have it then provide it at no cost, then I will go do it. It all needs to work within my work schedule.”
With that said, and according to the interview with Mr. Frank Benest, organizations need to “redefine
the role of managers…be encouraging and provide the necessary tools they need to do what it is you
are asking of them”.
Ready, D. & Conger, J. (2007) numerate similar succession plan components to those of
Fulmer, R. (2002) in an article published by the Harvard School of Business entitled Make your
Company a Talent Factory. “Today, demographic shifts – notably the impending retirement of baby
boomers – along with changing business conditions…have combined to produce something of a perfect
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storm”. (p.3). In the final analysis Ready & Conger (2007) suggest that in order for talent development
to succeed, it must be a strategic process that is aligned with the business development.
In an interview with executive vice president of Human Resource Division of Bombardier
Aerospace, Mr. Marc Plamandon indicated the five top components of a succession management plan
should include: “a) clear criteria on roles, b) clear definition of what “potential means”, c) consistent
and robust application of selection criteria, d) robust assessment and development of talent, and e)
coaching for development.” (Appendix A)
In the interview with Fire Chief James Broman he indicated five top components of a
succession management plan should include: “a) clear understanding of what’s needed and expected to
do the job, b) finding the right people. Pre-screening identifying people that have the basic construct to
make the investment in them, c) commitment from the top to bottom and side to side inherent in the
culture to make it work, d) have the resources, time, money or both, and e) “strategic agility” – people
that have the ability to make short term operational level decisions within the context of the greater
strategic direction and that it will contribute to that rather than being convenient to the moment.” When
asked what characteristics he felt are important in an executive – junior executive relationship he stated:
“a) trust. If you don’t have trust going both ways it is an ill fated journey, and b) the ability to
communicate in a respectful and clear manner is essential.”
In an interview with Mr. Regan Williams, Fire Chief (retired) with the Sunnyvale Department
of Public Safety, Sunnyvale, CA, when asked what he considered to be the top five components of a
succession plan stated: “a) education, b) specialized training, c) must be written and available, d)
includes mandatory and desirable needs for promotion/growth, and e) must include annual reevaluation
and or updating.” When asked what characteristics he felt important in a manager/assistant manager
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relationship he stated: “a) open communications, b) trust, c) expectations, d) no surprises, and e)
regular communication, and again communication.” (Appendix A)
In an interview with Mr. Logan Gaskill, Senior Consultant with Deloitte Consulting and
business school graduate from Stanford University stated that the five top components of a successful
succession management plan are: “a) transparency, b) adaptability, c) current and future organization
charts, d) qualifications for each position, and e) multiple options. When asked what characteristics he
felt was important in an executive – junior executive relationship he stated: s) trust, b) openness, c)
clear communication of strength and development needs, and d) coaching.” (Appendix A)
A remarkable similarity exists between the agencies that were queried through this author’s
electronic succession management instrument and statements provided by those interviewed.
Similarities indicated that trust, open communication at all levels, honesty, shared vision and integrity
were ranked of highest importance to fire service professionals and those from private industry. Scoring
equally as important as integrity was common beliefs. However, only seven of the one hundred twentyone fire service organizations queried indicated that they have some type of written succession plan.
The NSPSC (2005) created a model for succession management that identifies the benefits of
such process with fundamental relevance to organization learning. Through organizational learning, as
depicted in the model in Figure 2 succession management is akin to “preserving institutional memory
and continuous improvement in individual and organizational effectiveness”. (p7) Other authors also
indicated the need for finding and delivering on incentives and benefits that will draw larger candidate
pools for leadership positions. Benest (2008) indicated that government is an information service
relying on its members to share and impart organization and institutional memory. Without this sharing
of institutional memory, organizations will have to find other means to provide leadership including
outside recruitment.
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Models of organizations that provide best practice succession management processes and
programs identified in this research were B of A, NSPSC, PanAmerica, City of Roseville and the City
of Palo Alto. Research concluded that if the organizations were not providing its members this
opportunity from within, then they could get this from those agencies that do provide progress best
practice talent development through effective succession management models.
According to the research conducted by this author, identifying specific leadership
competencies and integrating those competencies into the process at every level or position within an
organization is essential.
Whatever, process or program is developed and utilized for a best practices organization it must
be flexible and must be assessed and evaluated on a continuum. The components of the programs and
processes must align with the organizations business strategies and can best be accomplished by
incorporating the process through strategic planning.
In the interview with Mr. Frank Benest, author and former City Manager with the City of Palo
Alto, CA, this author found there to be “executive level disincentives”. Benest describes these
disincentives as causation for the leadership gap at the executive level within organizations. Benest
stated that “because we hire firefighters as technicians and they get comfortable with shift work,
overtime (pay), and time-off schedules, this is the antithesis of the executive level”. Benest also stated
during the interview that the current fire service model “encourages pushing out work and supervising
people. The new model should identify, grow, support, and encourage talent through reward and
recognition also.” This statement is consistent with the literature and findings from the responses
through the succession management questionnaire.
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The CPSE which administers the CFOD program through the Commission on Fire
Accreditation International (CFAI) lists the benefits of their program for senior executive fire officers.
These include:


Promoting excellence within the fire and emergency medical services
profession



Improving professionalism levels among senior fire officers



Providing a career path for new or prospective chief officers



Ability to demonstrate superior characteristics attained by CFO’s



Assisting jurisdictional authorities in identifying individuals who possess
superior skills, knowledge and abilities prior to the hiring or promotion
process



Establishing benchmarks and core competencies for personnel serving in
senior fire officer positions



Developing and understanding of need for continuing education, training,
and skill proficiency

The CFOD program identifies twenty-one core competencies that candidates must demonstrate
mastery in to achieve successful credentialing and includes cross functional competencies including but
not limited to: administration, human resources, finance, EMS, fire suppression, special operations,
governance, risk management, and fire prevention. Through the CFOD application process, candidates
and their peer assessors can readily identify professional development gaps that can then be used as the
basis for additional training or experiential learning.
According to the CFAI, participation in the self-assessment and accreditation process at all
levels of the organization is important particularly in evaluating the agency’s current situation and in
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developing plans for future changes. It not only provides support and ownership of the process, it also
provides opportunity for members to stretch and gain knowledge about their organization that they may
not otherwise be purview to. This can best be accomplished by developing a team approach that
incorporates leaders at all levels of the organization writing and implementing plans through
performance indicators in categories and functional areas outside their normal area of responsibility.
In the Harvard Business Review article authored by Conger & Fulmer (2003), succession
management is dependent on five guidelines which they call “rules” for developing the leadership
pipeline. The question these authors pose as the premise and foundation for defining the rules is “What
could be more vital to a company’s long-term health than the choice and cultivation of its future
leaders?” (p.2) According to the authors, by combining the practice of succession planning and
leadership development, a long term process can be implemented that will assist in managing an
organizations leadership talent pool.
Recommendations
The research suggests the following recommendations to help the NFPD formalize a succession
management program and process that will prepare members of the organization at each level, sworn
and non-sworn for all facets of career, organizational, and professional development.
1.

The NFPD collaborating through a joint management and labor team should assess
the organization’s future workforce needs vis-à-vis the Districts’ recently developed
Community Based Strategic Plan (CBSP) and based upon the skills, knowledge, and
competencies required to implement those strategies. The goals and strategies
established through the strategic planning process should be incorporated into a
comprehensive Human Capital Plan (HCP) as outlined in the NFPD’s CBSP.
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The NFPD in collaboration with a joint management and labor team should develop
and implement a formal recognized succession management program that has support
and participation from the executive, command, and labor levels of the organization
and one that utilizes best practice models and focuses on talent development and
succession planning. This program should be part of the NFPD’s HCP.

3.

The NFPD executive team should deliberately intervene to engage candidates to
stretch beyond comfort boundaries, stretching knowledge, understanding, and
working relationships, exposing potential leaders to people and aspects of the
organization outside their normal sphere of influence. This intervention should be
designed to create organizational depth by developing two or more employees per
position. Participation in the CFAI Self Assessment and Accreditation process should
be considered as a venue for this initiative.

4.

The NFPD should consider incorporating the following best-practice leadership
competencies into a succession management program:
a. Values and guiding principles of trust, responsibility, accountability and integrity
b. Knowledge outside the employee’s own primary functional area
c. Knowledge and understanding at the enterprise level
d. A broad network of relationships both internal and external to the organization
e. Getting things done in government or the organization
f. Managing change and transformation
g. Managing conflict
h. Managing public relations
i. Managing the media
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j. Managing employees, including influencing, motivating, developing, and retaining
talent
k. Dealing with civil service laws and regulations, the Firefighters Procedural Bill of
Rights (FBOR), and personnel policies
5.

The NFPD should consider engaging senior officers as well as tap into the talent pool
of retirees and retirement-eligible employees in the process of mentoring, coaching
and developing new leaders.

6.

The NFPD should consider modernizing the organizations current Career
Development Guide and incorporate nationally recognized standards and programs
into its career development criteria including but not limited to: the National Fire
Academy - Executive Fire Officer Program; NFPA 1021; Center for Professional
Safety and Excellence – Commission on Professional Credentialing Chief Fire Officer
Designation Program(s); the International Association of Fire Chiefs – Professional
Development Guide; National Fire Academy – Degrees at a Distance Program; and
Colleges and Universities.

7.

The NFPD should establish and incorporate a program evaluation methodology and
schedule that regularly reviews its succession management efforts and effectiveness
through performance measures.
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